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	Make: Bicycle Projects: Upgrade, Accessorize, and Customize with Electronics, Mechanics, and Metalwork, 9781457186431 (1457186438), Maker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		What is a bicycle? The answer is a little trickier than you might think. More than just a form of transportation, your bike is a framework on which you can explore and display your own inventiveness.With a full history of the bicycle and information about commercial mods such as adding baby seats and fenders--as well as instruction on wheels, tires, and regular maintenance--this book gives you the tools and ideas to hack your ride your own way.

	
		You'll not only find out how to strip down your bike so that you can actually put it back together again, but you'll create a complete bike hacker's workbench, ready for any idea you might have!

	
		In Make: Bicycle Projects, you'll learn to:

		
			Add EL wire, LEDs, and NEOPixels for cool nighttime travel
	
			Install a SpokePOV kit to see things only your bike sees
	
			Add a DIY Smartphone Rig that keeps you connected
	
			Paint your bike so that it stays painted
	
			Turn your geared steed into a fixie
	
			Weld and braze your frame
	
			Make a rad chopper
	
			Let the sun power your projects
	
			Give an audio component to your frame for alarms, horns, and just making noise
	
			Haul cargo in a basket or mini-trailer
	
			Turn your ride into a veritable party trailer replete with color organ!
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Algorithms and Computation: 18th International Symposium, ISAAC 2007, Sendai, Japan, December 17-19, 2007, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	
		This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 18th International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, ISAAC 2007, held in Sendai, Japan, in December 2007. The 77 revised full papers presented together with two invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 220 submissions. The papers included topical sections on...



		

jQuery  Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2010
jQuery a rich bundle of JavaScript libraries that helps users apply dynamic functionality to web pages with great ease. jQuery provides several powerful features, including the ability to access a part of a web page, modify the content on fly, add animation, apply AJAX, and more.

This book uses a problem-solution approach to...


		

Pro Tools 10 for Game AudioCengage Learning, 2012

	With a basic understanding of Pro Tools, and the information in this book, you will be on your way to joining the exciting world of producing game audio. PRO TOOLS 10 FOR GAME AUDIO covers the world of Pro Tools audio production in the gaming environment. In this book, you will be guided, step-by-step, through eight different components of...





	

Python Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Find, manipulate, and analyze your data using the Python 3.5 libraries
	
		Perform advanced, high-performance linear algebra and mathematical calculations with clean and efficient Python code
	
		An easy-to-follow guide with realistic examples that are frequently used in real-world data...



		

7 Secrets to Beauty, Health, and LongevityBallantine Books, 2006

	He has shown us how to smooth our wrinkles, and helped us slim down without feeling deprived. Now #1 New York Times bestselling author Dr. Nicholas Perricone gives us an anti-aging program that unveils the miracle of cellular rejuvenation. These seven powerful strategies are not only easy to follow but present a plan for total health designed...


		

Computerized Adaptive Testing: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2000
Modern computer technology has opened up several new possibilities for optimizing the administration of educational and psychological tests. In computer adaptive testing (CAT), tests are automatically tailored to the proficiency level of the individual examinees. Currently, nearly all large-scale testing programs in the western world are already...
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